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The Lexile Framework® for Reading measures are scientific, quantitative text levels. When the 
Lexile of a text is measured, specific, measurable attributes of the text are considered, 
including, but not limited to, word frequency, sentence length, and text cohesion. These are 
difficult attributes for humans to evaluate, so a computer measures them. 

Common Core State Standards uses Lexile level bands as one measure of text complexity. 
Text complexity ranges ensure that students are college and career ready by the end of 12th

grade. Lexile measures help educators scaffold and differentiate instruction, as well as 
monitor reading growth. 

Grade Band Lexile® Bands Aligned to 

Common Core Expectations

K-1 190L-530L

2-3 420L-820L

4-5 740L-1,010L

6-8 1,185L-1,385L

ABOUT LEXILE LEVELS
Common Core Kingdom, LLC is a certified Lexile® Partner. These texts are 
officially measured and approved by Lexile and MetaMetrics® to ensure 
appropriate rigor and differentiation for students. 

Keep in mind when using any leveled text that many students will need scaffolding and 
support to reach text at the high end of their grade band. According to Appendix A of the 
Common Core Standards, “It is important to recognize that scaffolding often is entirely 
appropriate. The expectation that scaffolding will occur with particularly challenging texts is 
built into the Standards’ grade-by-grade text complexity expectations, for example. The 
general movement, however, should be toward decreasing scaffolding and increasing 
independence both within and across the text complexity bands defined in the Standards.”
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A Ghost
Little Mouse was in the grass. It was dark outside. He was all alone.

Little Mouse heard a sound. Hooo-hooo. He got scared.

“It is a ghost,” said Little Mouse. 

He ran to the woods. He hid near a tree. Hooo-hooo. The sound was 
louder.

“The ghost is chasing me,” said Little Mouse. 

He shook with fear. He went up the tree. Hooo-hooo. The sound was very 
loud!

250L Ask & Answer Questions Name: ________________________________________________ Date: __________________

“The ghost is in the tree with me,” said 
Little Mouse.

An owl peeked out of the tree. “Hooo-
hooo,” she said. “I will eat this mouse.”

Little Mouse ran down the tree. He hid 
in the grass. 

“An owl is worse than a ghost,” he said.
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1. Where was Little Mouse? Draw it. 

2. What did Little Mouse think he heard? 

a. b. c. 

3. How does Little Mouse feel?
a. quiet
b. scared
c. happy

3. Who did Little Mouse see in the tree?

|||||||||||||||||||||||||
4. Why is an owl worse than a ghost?

|||||||||||||||||||||||||

Ask and Answer Questions
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